
 
 

 

 



GRIMAS: 25 YEARS ON AND EXPANDING 

 

Grimas B.V. is a Dutch company that develops and produces make-up for professional and non-

professional make-up artists. The range comprises products including theatre make-up, traditional 

beauty make-up, camouflage and face paint to users in countries across the world. 

 

Founded in 1981, Grimas now employs a total of 30 people who are involved in all aspects of 

growth and product development. The mission is to continue to gain a deep understanding of 

cosmetics through literature studies and research.  A toxicologist/ecotoxicologist is employed to 

ensure the optimum safety of all product ingredients. 

 

 

GRIMAS’ PRODUCT RANGE 

 
 Product range includes: 

 

- water-based make-up for face painting 

- cream make-up for cosmetics and theatre 

- waxy make-up (lipsticks, cream make-up and cover cream) 

- pressed products (face powders, eye shadow, blusher and eyeliner) 

- emulsions (foundations) 

- accessories including eyelashes, synthetic and latex products (nose, chin, eye) 

- means of application (puffs, sponges, brushes) 

- film blood, tooth enamel, skin glue, plastic, flexible materials for creating skin disfiguration 

effects 

- cleansing products 

 

In order to create the best possible products, all make-up is produced in-house and in accordance 

with strict quality and safety standards.  Retaining production in-house allows a quick response to 

specific product requests or smaller product runs.  

 

In addition to the compulsory shelf-life icon on the packaging, valid from the date 

the package is opened, the products carry an expiry date.  

 

PRODUCT INGREDIENTS 

 

All Grimas products contain ingredients in the highest quality category* which means: 

 

- products can be used around the eyes and mucous membranes 

- they do not contain perfumes or ingredients that could produce harmful effects and 

colourants of the highest quality only are used. 

- artists can work freely with different colours and techniques without safety or hygiene 

worries 

- The products are colour-fast and do not run under hot studio lights 

- Grimas products are completely safe for all types of skin and are often used for painting 

children’s faces 

 
* The Dutch Commodities Act defines four different categories for cosmetic products.  Grimas only uses colorants from 

the first category. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SAFETY AND ETHICS 

 

Grimas actively support ethical production and various Grimas Pure product lines have been 

developed without chemical preservatives 

 

Chemical and natural preservatives 
 

The law states that, from a safety perspective, unused products should be bacteriologically 

acceptable for 30 months.  It is Grimas’ duty to offer a product which can still guarantee optimum 

safety from the moment it is opened and used, whatever the circumstances.  This in turn requires the 

use of preservatives - not doing so would seriously endanger the user’s health.  These preservatives 

not only inhibit reactions in the product itself but also prevent contamination by micro-organisms.  

Grimas therefore does use chemical preservatives where safety considerations demand it.  However, 

their focus remains on the use of natural preservatives (e.g. vitamin E, coconut oil, chamomile and 

citric acid) wherever possible.   

 

Grimas’ toxicologist/ecotoxicologist investigates how natural preservatives work in combination 

with the other constituents.  This makes it possible for Grimas Water Make-up Pure to be free of 

chemical preservatives. 

 

Animal Testing 

 

Grimas has never carried out or given instructions for animal tests and will never do so.  However, 

as with every cosmetics manufacturer, we do purchase our raw materials from suppliers who may 

have done so.  Fortunately this is now forbidden within the EU. 

 

 

TRANSPARENT INFORMATION 
 

Grimas believes in providing transparent information for the user’s benefit and legal protection.  

We therefore produce individual product labels that state the contents of each product.  Grimas also 

provides production information via its website.  Generic terms such as ‘dermatologically tested’ 

and ‘hypoallergenic’ have been replaced by a dermatological declaration and a summary of the 

ingredients.  All Grimas products are ‘unperfumed’ and ‘gluten-free’.  This enables end users to 

assess the suitability of each product. 

 

GRIMAS MAKE-UP vs REGULAR COSMETICS 
 

Their products are also suitable for use as normal make-up.  However, a certain level of expertise is 

required when applying them.  The ordinary cosmetics market makes it easier for the consumer by 

processing less colorant in its products.  (The less colorant each product contains, the more 

transparent the result.  This means there is a smaller the chance of things going wrong.)  With 

Grimas products, the results are very long-lasting and this is exactly why make-up artists enjoy 

working with the brand. 

 

One other added bonus for the consumer is that all colours in the assortment are here to stay - so no 

one will have to miss out on their favourite eye shadow or lipstick. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



GRIMAS’ PURE PRODUCTS 

 

Various Grimas products (Water Make-up, Camouflage Make-up, etc.) include the word ‘Pure’ in 

their names.  This means that the product in question does not contain any chemical preservatives 

(such as parabens) or halogenated organic compounds.  The ‘Pure’ products, like all Grimas 

products, are gluten-free and unperfumed.  For precise information about a specific product, please 

refer to the relevant product information sheet on the website. 

 

For more information about the products, please go to 

www.grimas.nl or www.grimas.com 

 

 

GRIMAS’ ETHICS IN BRIEF 

 

- Grimas sources its raw materials and colorants in Europe and manufactures the products in 

accordance with Dutch legislation, so that they all meet the strictest safety requirements 

 

- They are a socially responsible company that produces safe products and operates an equal 

opportunities employment policy 

 

- Grimas has never given instructions for animal testing to be performed and will never do so 

 

- Grimas uses the best possible ingredients including only Category 1* colorants (which may 

be used near the eyes and mucous membranes) 

 

- As long as optimum safety and product characteristics can be guaranteed, Grimas uses 

natural preservatives where possible 

 

- They label each product individually and every label contains a list of exact ingredients 

 

- Their website carries a safety information sheet, a list of ingredients and a dermatological 

declaration for each product 

 

- All Grimas products are marked with an expiry date 

 

- Grimas products are unperfumed 

 

- They operate an informative and open corporate policy, providing our various user groups 

with extensive information via the internet, instruction booklets and training courses 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



PLASTIC SPATULA  
 

Product description  

Grimas Plastic Spatula is used as a hygienic way of taking make-up or cream out of the  

container, making textures supple or mixing colours together.  

 

Always use a clean spatula.  

 

Cleaning  

Wipe the plastic spatula off first with a dry tissue and then clean it with soap and water. You  

can use Grimas Mastix Remover for disinfecting the spatula.  

 

 
 

DERMA WAX. SPATULA  
 

Product description 

Grimas Derma Wax Spatula is used for taking Derma Wax, Eyebrow Plastic and Nose Wax 

out of the pot and for applying and moulding them.  

 

Always use a clean spatula.  

 

Cleaning  

Wipe the Derma Wax Spatula off first with a dry tissue, clean it with Grimas Cleansing Cream  

or Multi Remover and then wash it with soap and water.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



MAKE-UP SPONGES  
 

Product description 

Grimas Make-up Sponges are used for applying all kinds of make-up.  

Make-up Sponges are available in a round shape (60x30mm, individually packed) and a  

rectangular shape (40x40x30mm, in packs of 3).  

 

Procedure  

The choice of whether to use a rounded or a rectangular Make-up Sponge is a personal one.  

The advantage of the angular Make-up Sponges is that there are 3 in a pack, making them  

relatively cheap. For reasons of hygiene, you should not use the same sponge on more than  

one person.  

 

Cleaning  

Make-up Sponges are disposable and are intended to be thrown away after use. Used and  

moist Make-up Sponges are a perfect breeding ground for bacteria and fungus. If you decide  

for economic reasons that you would like to use the Make-up Sponges more than once, rinse  

them out by hand after each use and wash them in the washing machine at a minimum  

temperature of 60C. Use a washing bag or pillowcase to protect both the Make-up Sponges  

and the washing machine.  

 

   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



LATEX SPONGES  
 

Product description  

Grimas Latex Make-up Sponges are used in particular for cosmetically beauty purposes, for  

applying Crème Make-up (Pure), Foundation and Camouflage Make-up (Pure).  

They are triangular in shape, available in blocks of four.  

 

Application  

The shape of the Latex Make-up Sponges makes them good for getting at difficult spots and  

perfect for all finer make-up work.  

 

For reasons of hygiene, you should not use the same sponge on more than one person.  

 

Cleaning  

Wash the Latex Make-up Sponge by hand initially each time, and then in the washing  

machine at a temperature of at least 60C. Use a washing bag or pillowcase to protect both  

the Latex Sponges and the washing machine.  

 

 
 

APPLICATOR SET  

 

Product description  

The Grimas Applicator Set consists of a holder with an applicator (sponge tip) that can be  

used for applying powders such as eye shadow and blusher. The applicator set comes with a  

packet of four spare applicators. The packets can also be ordered separately.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



VELOUR POWDER PUFF  
 

Product description 

The Grimas Velour Powder Puff is a foam rubber sponge with a removable velour cover.  

The Velour Powder Puff is intended for applying loose powders and compact powder. The  

Velour Powder Puff is 10cm in diameter.  

 

Procedure  

Use a clean Velour Powder Puff to take loose (or compact) powder up from the box. Dab  

excess powder off on your hand and then apply the powder with a dabbing/rolling motion.  

 

 
 

POWDER PUFF  
 

Product description 

The Grimas Powder Puff is a very lightweight powder puff that is used in beauty and  

theatrical make-up. The Powder Puff is for applying and/or working loose powders such as  

Grimas Transparent Powder, Make-up Powder, Fixing Powder and Colour Powder. The  

Powder Puff is 10cm in diameter.  

 

Procedure  

Use a clean powder puff to take loose powder from the box. Dab excess powder off on your  

hand and then apply the powder to the make-up with a light, dabbing motion. Excess powder  

can be removed using a powder puff that all the powder has been shaken or knocked out of.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



STIPPLE SPONGE (FINE) 
 

 
 

Product description  

The Grimas Stipple Sponge has a fine structure for use in various make-up effects (e.g. fine  

red veins in the face when ageing people). It can be used with all types of make-up.  

. 

STUBBLE SPONGE (COARSE) 
 

 
   

Product description  

The Grimas Stubble Sponge is a sponge with a coarse structure, intended for various makeup  

effects (e.g. beard stubble and grazes). It can be used with all types of make-up.  

 

Procedure  

Hold the Stubble Sponge between the fingers and compress it gently, so that it becomes a  

bit convex. Take a little of the required make-up and use the sponge to dab it onto your hand  

to test the colour intensity. Then apply it to the skin with a dabbing motion: do not use a  

brushing motion, since this will spoil the structured effect.  

 

For reasons of hygiene, you should not use the same sponge on more than one person.  

 

Cleaning  

Wash the Stubble Sponge by hand each time, and then in the washing machine at a  

temperature of at least 60C. Use a washing bag or pillowcase to protect both the Stubble  

Sponge and the washing machine.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CLEANSING CREAM  
 

Product description 

Grimas Cleansing Cream is a soft, moisturising and light skin-care cream for removing all  

types of make-up. Cleansing Cream is available in 200ml pots. 

 

Procedure  

Take Cleansing Cream out with a clean spatula, massage in and remove with a tissue. You  

can also further cleanse the skin with Grimas Cleansing Lotion.  

 

CLEANSING MILK  

 

Product description  

Grimas Cleansing Milk is a soft, liquid emulsion for removing Grimas Eyeshadow/Rouge,  

Foundation and Cake Make-up in particular and for general cleansing of the skin. Cleansing  

Milk is available in 100 ml flasks.  

 

Procedure  

Massage Cleansing Milk in with the fingers and remove with a cotton wool pad or a tissue.  

Then cleanse the skin with Cleansing Lotion.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CLEANSING LOTION  
 

Product description  

Grimas Cleansing Lotion is a cleansing lotion that cleanses and degreases the skin  

thoroughly and can be used both before and after make-up. The lotion comes in 100ml flasks.  

 

Application  

Moisten a cotton wool pad with Grimas Cleansing Lotion as a convenient way of cleansing  

after various applications.  

 

If the skin has been cleaned with Cleansing Lotion, make-up can be applied more easily and  

without irregularities.  

 

If anything has to be stuck to the skin (Grimas Derma Wax, Nose Wax, Latex, Bald Cap),  

treating the skin with Cleansing Lotion first will improve adhesion.  

 

You can use Cleansing Lotion to make an eyeliner from Grimas Eyeshadow/Rouge. You can  

also use it to remove Eyeshadow/Rouge.  

 

Cleansing Lotion can also be used to remove any traces of colour that are left behind on the  

skin after make-up is removed.  



SKINCARE CREAM  
 

Product description 

Grimas Skincare Cream is an unperfumed and gentle care cream. It is used after removal of  

make-up as a regular day cream for normal to dry skin. Skincare Cream is available in a  

75ml pot.  

 

Application  

Take the Skincare Cream out of the jar with a plastic spatula and apply the emulsion evenly  

onto a clean face.  

Close the jar properly after use.  

 

 
 

UNDER MAKE-UP BASE  
 

Product description 

Grimas Under Make-up Base is an unperfumed and non-greasy skincare cream. It is mainly  

applied underneath make-up in case of dry or sensitive skin, but can also be used as a  

regular day cream. Under Make-up comes in a 75ml pot.  

 

Procedure  

Take the Under Make-up out of the jar with a plastic spatula and apply the emulsion evenly  

onto a clean face. Allow 10 minutes for it to be absorbed before continuing. Close the pot 

properly after use.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



AFSCHMINK  
 

Product description 

Grimas Afschmink is a traditional make-up remover based on oils and waxes. Afschmink is  

used for removing e.g. Grimas Crème Make-up (Pure), Nose Wax, Eyebrow Plastic and  

Derma Wax. Afschmink is available in a 300ml pot or a 2900ml tub.  

 

Procedure  

Take the make-up remover out with a spatula, massage in and remove with a tissue. Then  

cleanse the skin with Grimas Cleansing Lotion.  

 

MASTIX REMOVER  
 

Product description  

Grimas Mastix Remover is used for removing Mastix Extra and for cleaning Latex Noses and  

Sets. Mastix Remover is available in a 100ml flask and a 1000ml bottle.  

 

Mastix Remover is also used for cleaning brushes, which should then be rinsed off with water  

and shampoo.  

 

Procedure  

Apply Mastix Remover to a cotton wool pad and then dab it onto the places that the glue is to  

be removed from.  

 

Please note: inflammable!  

 

Close the packaging properly after use.  

 

 
 

 

 

 



MAKE-UP REMOVER  
 

Product description 

Grimas Make-up Remover is a liquid remover with a mineral oil base. It contains no  

preservatives and is used for removing make-up (including waterproof mascara). Make-up  

Remover comes in 100ml flasks.  

 

Procedure  

Use a cotton wool pad soaked in Make-up Remover. You can also further cleanse the skin  

with Grimas Cleansing Lotion.  

 

Make-up Remover is also suitable for cleaning brushes. Wash the brushes afterwards with  

soap and water.  

 

 
 

MULTI REMOVER  
 

Product description 

Grimas Multi Remover is a non-greasy two-part liquid on a silicone basis. Multi Remover  

gets rid of all types of make-up, including heavy and extreme make-up such as Grimas  

Camouflage Make-up (Pure), Derma Wax, Soft Putty and Eyebrow Plastic. Multi Remover  

comes in 100ml flasks.  

 

Procedure  

Shake well before use. Apply Multi Remover to a cotton wool pad and dab onto the skin.  

Massage in briefly and remove with a tissue or a dry piece of cotton wool. If a slight film  

forms on the skin, it can be removed with Grimas Cleansing Lotion.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



COLOUR POWDER  
 

Product description 

Grimas Colour Powder is a loose, lightly tinted, transparent powder for various make-up  

purposes. Colour Powder can be applied directly to the skin or on top of Grimas Foundation,  

Crème Make-up (Pure) or Camouflage Make-up (Pure) to give the skin a smooth, matt or  

waterproof finish (only the skin tones). Colour Powder is available in 35g pot.  

 

Colour  

Colour Powder is available in a range of colours: matt skin shades (waterproof) and slightly  

glossy silver and gold (non-waterproof). The make-up result is transparent and also suitable  

for darker skin.  

 

Procedure  

Colour Powder can be applied with a Grimas Velour Powder Puff, a Powder Puff or a Powder  

Rouge Brush. Gently tap the puff or brush on the back of your hand and then apply lightly on  

top of the make-up. Use the Velour Powder Puff to apply the powder with a dabbing/rolling  

motion. Allow to settle in and then remove excess powder with the powder puff or brush.  
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COMPACT POWDER  
 

Product description 

Grimas Compact Powder is a compressed matt powder for various make-up purposes.  

Compact Powder can be applied directly to the skin or on top of Grimas Cake Make-up,  

Foundation, Camouflage Make-up (Pure) and Crème Make-up (Pure) to give the skin an  

even or matt finish, or to affect the colour further. Compact Powder is available in A4 (8 gram)  

+ C1 system packs.  

 

Procedure  

Take Compact Powder up with a velour powder puff. Test the colour intensity on your hand.  

Apply the Compact Powder evenly from top to bottom with a dabbing/rolling motion.  

 

Removal  

Remove Compact Powder with Grimas Cleansing Milk. Then cleanse the skin with Cleansing  

Lotion.  
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FIXING POWDER  
 

Product description 

Grimas Fixing Powder is a loose, transparent, water-repellent powder for various make-up  

Purpose (beauty in particular). It is used for fixing Grimas Foundation, Crème Make-up  

(Pure), Camouflage Make-up (Pure) and Lipstick ('kiss-proof). Fixing Powder is available in  

2g, 35g and 150g pots.  

.  

Procedure  

Fixing Powder can be applied with a Grimas Velour Powder Puff, a Powder Puff or a  

Powder Brush. Gently tap the puff or brush on the back of the hand and then apply  

generously on top of the make-up. Use the Velour Powder Puff to apply the powder with a  

dabbing/rolling motion. For a waterproof result, allow to settle in and then remove excess  

powder with the powder puff or brush.  

 

 
 

MAKE-UP POWDER  
 

Product description 

Grimas Make-up Powder is a loose, dry, matt powder for various make-up purposes (beauty  

in particular). It is used for fixing Grimas Foundation, Crème Make-up (Pure) or Camouflage  

Make-up (Pure). Its strong matt finishing properties also make it highly suitable for greasy  

skin and for use in photography. Make-up Powder is available in 35g and 150g pots.  

 

Colour  

Make-up Powder is light in colour and becomes transparent when it comes into contact with  

the make-up. The powder is also very suitable for darker skin.  

 

Procedure  

Make-up Powder can be applied with a Grimas Velour Powder Puff, a Powder Puff or a  

Powder Brush. Gently tap the puff or brush on the back of your hand and then apply  

lightly on top of the make-up. Use the Velour Powder Puff to apply the powder with a  

dabbing/rolling motion. Allow to settle in and then remove excess powder with the powder  

puff or brush.  

 

 



TRANSPARENT POWDER  
 

Product description 

Grimas Transparent Powder is a loose powder that is available in packs of 20g and 60g.  

 

Colour  

The Transparent Powder itself is white, but it becomes transparent on contact with waxes  

and oils. Transparent Powder is not  

suitable for darker skin (as it will look somewhat greyish). For darker skin, use Grimas Makeup  

Powder or Colour Powder.  

 

Application  

Transparent Powder is used by make-up artists to fix or give a matt finish to Grimas Crème  

Make-up (Pure) and Derma Wax.  

 

Procedure  

Apply Grimas Transparent Powder with a dabbing/rolling action on top of the make-up.  

You can do this with a Make-up Sponge or a Velour Powder Puff. Allow to settle in and then  

remove any excess powder with a powder-free make-up sponge or velour powder puff.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



DERMAWAX  
 

Product description 

Grimas Derma Wax is a transparent wax that can easily be moulded and adheres to the skin  

well. It is used for make-up effects such as creating various wounds and deformities on the  

skin. Its flexible composition means that Derma Wax also adheres well to soft and mobile  

parts of the skin, staying elastic. Derma Wax comes in 60ml pots.  

 

Base  

To obtain optimum adhesion, first clean the skin with Grimas Cleansing Lotion.  

 

Procedure  

Use the convex rounded side of the Derma Wax Spatula to take Derma Wax out of the pot.  

Scraping it out helps make the initial texture a bit more flexible. You then make the wax  

easier to model by applying it to the ball of your thumb and scraping it off again with the  

spatula two or three times. The wax must be flexible but still firm and must not be  

allowed to get too soft and sticky.  

 

Modelling  

Apply Derma Wax to the skin with the convex rounded side of the spatula and smooth the  

edges down so that grease and moisture cannot get underneath. Smooth the Derma Wax  

surface and edges off with your fingertips, using a little bit of Grimas Cleansing Cream.  

 

Finishing  

Dab all over with a dry, clean make-up sponge. This removes the excess Cleansing Cream  

and gives a skin-texture effect. Powder off with a make-up sponge with Grimas Transparent  

Powder to matt and fix it. Then turn the sponge over and continue dabbing with the clean  

side until the excess powder has been removed.  

 

Removal  

Scrape the Derma Wax off the skin with the spatula. Then massage Grimas Multi Remover  

or Cleansing Cream into the skin and remove the material with a tissue. Then cleanse the  

skin with Cleansing Lotion.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



EYEBROW PLASTIC  
 

Product description 

Grimas Eyebrow Plastic is a transparent wax that is used for covering up eyebrows. The  

texture adheres to the skin well and remains elastic. Eyebrow Plastic comes in C1 + A4  

pot of 25ml.  

 

Procedure  

Use the convex rounded side of the Derma Wax Spatula to take Eyebrow Plastic out of the  

pot. Scraping it out helps make the initial texture a bit more flexible. You then make the wax  

easier to model by applying it to the ball of your thumb and scraping it off again with the  

spatula two or three times. The wax must be flexible but still firm and must not be  

allowed to get too soft and sticky.  

 

Thin eyebrows: apply Eyebrow Plastic with the convex rounded side of the spatula in the  

direction of the eyebrow hairs, ensuring that no hairs stick out. Smooth the edges flat so that  

no grease or moisture can get underneath.  

 

Thick eyebrows: comb the eyebrows against the direction of the hairs with an eyebrow brush.  

Then use the brush to apply Eyebrow Plastic against the direction of the hairs, after which  

the brush can be used to smooth the hairs in the natural direction.  

 

Smooth the Eyebrow Plastic surface and edges off with your fingertips, using a little bit of  

Cleansing Cream.  

 

Then dab it all over with a clean make-up sponge. This gives a matt effect and also adds a  

skin-structure effect.  

 

If you want to work with Cake Make-up on top of this, the best thing to do is first apply a layer  

of Grimas Anti Shine, so that the Cake Make-up adheres properly. This is not needed for  

Crème Make-up (Pure) and Camouflage Make-up (Pure). Powder off with Grimas  

Transparent Powder if necessary.  

 

Removal  

Scrape the Eyebrow Plastic off the skin with the spatula. Then massage Grimas Multi  

Remover or Cleansing Cream into the skin and remove the material with a tissue. Then  

cleanse the skin with Cleansing Lotion.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



NOSE WAX            NEW 
 

Product description  

Grimas Nose Wax is a malleable material that can be used for creating all sorts of  

deformations of the nose or chin during make-up. It is not suitable for sticking to mobile parts  

of the skin; Grimas Derma Wax should be used for that. Nose Wax comes in 60ml pots.  

 

Base  

Apply Nose Wax on clean and grease-free skin onto which no creams have been applied. For  

additional adhesion to the skin, first clean it with Cleansing Lotion. Then brush the skin lightly  

with Grimas Mastix Extra and stick a few snippets of light-coloured wool crepe over it.  

 

Procedure  

Use the convex rounded side of the Derma Wax Spatula to take Nose Wax out of the pot.  

Knead the Nose Wax with the fingers to make it malleable and then construct the deformation  

as a series of successive layers.  

 

Smooth the surface and edges of the Nose Wax off with your fingertips, using a little bit of  

Grimas Cleansing Cream, Afschmink or Make-up Remover. Then dab it all over with a clean  

make-up sponge. This gives a matt effect and also adds a skin-structure effect. You can now  

apply the final colour to the Nose Wax using Grimas Crème Make-up (Pure) to get an effect  

that is as "real" as possible.  

 

Powder the entire area off to fix and matt it.  

 

Removal  

Scrape the Nose Wax off the skin with the spatula. Then massage Grimas Multi Remover or  

Cleansing Cream into the skin and remove the material with a tissue. Any glue residues can  

be removed with Mastix Remover.  

 

Then cleanse the skin with Cleansing Lotion.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



MASTIX EXTRA  
 

Product description  

Grimas Mastix Extra is a strong skin adhesive that is used for attaching items such as wool  

crepe, moustaches, beards, goatees, tulle wigs, Grimas Latex Noses and Sets and Bald  

Caps. Mastix Extra is available in 10ml bottles and 8Oml flasks. 

 

Procedure  

To improve adhesion to the skin, first clean with Grimas Cleansing Lotion.  

Use the applicator brush to spread Mastix Extra over the skin area where something is to be  

glued on.  

 

Please note: do not use near the eyes. Close the packaging properly after use.  

 

Removal  

Mastix Extra can be removed with Grimas Mastix Remover. Cleanse further if required with  

Cleansing Cream or Make-up Remover.  

 

 
 

MASTIX WATERSOLUBLE  
 

Product description 

Grimas Water-soluble Mastix is a skin adhesive that is used for gluing stars and wool crepe  

items such as beards, moustaches and eyebrows. Water-soluble Mastix is available in 10ml  

bottles and 80ml flasks, each of which comes with an applicator brush. Close the packaging  

properly after use.  

 

Note: Water-soluble Mastix can lose adhesion due to perspiration. If you want stronger  

adhesion, use Grimas Mastix Extra. Do not use near the eyes.  

 

Removal  

Water-soluble Mastix can be removed simply with lukewarm water.  

 

 
 

 



STUBBEL PASTE 
 

Product description  

Grimas Stoppelpaste is a sticky paste that can be used to stick pieces of wool crepe,  

Polyglitter and Stars to the skin. It can be applied on top of all types of make-up. Stubble  

paste comes in a 23ml twist-stick.  

 

Procedure  

Grimas Stoppelpaste can be applied on top of make-up with the stick or with a brush  

to allow Polyglitter or Stars to be stuck on. To create a wool crepe stubble beard, apply  

Stoppelpaste over the beard shadow area and then work with the fingers until the stubble  

paste is evenly spread.  

 

Removal  

Stoppelpaste can be removed with Grimas Cleansing Cream, Multi Remover or Afschmink.  

Then cleanse the skin with Cleansing Lotion.  

 

 
 

EYELASH ADHESIVE  
 

Product description 

Grimas Eyelash Adhesive is a transparent adhesive based on latex, used for gluing  

eyelashes. The adhesive comes in 3.5ml tubes. 

 

Procedure  

Its composition means that Eyelash Adhesive is also suitable for concealing the edges of  

Grimas Latex Noses and Sets.  

 

Eyelashes  

Apply a little eyelash adhesive to the hand and then apply a small amount of adhesive along  

the eyelash edge with the point of a spatula or the back of a brush.  

 

Removal  

Eyelash Adhesive can easily be loosened and rolled off the eyelashes or the skin.  

 

 



POLYGLITTER 
 

Product description 

Grimas Polyglitter is shiny loose glitter for various make-up purposes. Polyglitter is available  

in jars of 15ml and 30ml 

 

Procedure  

Polyglitter can be applied directly onto the skin or on top of make-up using your fingers, a  

make-up sponge or a slightly moistened brush. For additional adhesion, apply a thin layer of  

Grimas Stoppelpaste or Water-soluble Mastix  

 

Removal  

Polyglitter can be removed with Grimas Cleansing Cream or with water and soap (shampoo  

can also be used). Massage it in briefly and rinse off with lukewarm water.  

 

 
 

       
001  03  04  05  06  10 

White  Blue  Green  Red  Purple  Black/Gold 

      
13  31  32  41  42  51 

Black/Blue Blue  Pastel Blue Green  Pastel Green Red 

      
52  55  56  60  61  71 

Pink  Bright Red Bright Pink Lilac  Purple  Silver 

     
72  73  74  75  81 

Gold  Copper  Yellow  Camel  Multi 

    Green     

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 



TIPCREME  
 

Product description 

Grimas Tip crème is a clear, glossy polyethylene glitter providing a quick-drying and easily  

washable gel texture. Its applications include face-painting. Contrary to what the name might  

suggest, the gel does not contain oils or waxes. Tip crème comes in an 8ml tube.  

 

Procedure  

Apply directly from the tube or with a brush.  

Tip crème can be applied directly onto the skin or into the hair. If Tip crème is applied on top  

of Water Make-up, you must work quickly and without rubbing. Do not apply the Tip crème as  

eye shadow, as the glitter can irritate the eyes.  

 

Removal  

Tip crème can be removed with Grimas Cleansing Cream or with soap and water.  

 

 
 

      
03  04  05  06  31  32 

Blue  Green  Red  Purple  Blue  Pastel 

Blue 

      
41  42  51  52  71  72 

Green  Pastel  Red  Pink  Silver  Gold 

Green  

 
81 
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STARS  
 

Product description 

Grimas Stars are glittery star-shaped aluminium decorations.  

Stars come in jars of 15ml and 30ml.  

 

Procedure  

Stars can be stuck directly onto the skin with Grimas Stoppelpaste of Water-soluble Mastix.  

Stars can also be applied on top of make-up.  

 

Do not apply the Stars as eye shadow: this can cause irritation.  

 

Removal  

The Stars can be removed with soap and water.  

 

    
71  72  81 

Silver  Gold  Multi 

 

UV MAKE-UP  
 

Product description 

Grimas UV Make-up is a quick-drying fluorescent cream that illuminates under a black light                        

(UV light). It is intended for effects on the skin. Available in 8 ml tubes.  

 

Procedure  

UV Make-up can be applied easily on top of other make-up, but loses its effect if it is  

mixed with other make-up. Apply directly from the tube or with a brush.  

 

Removal  

UV Make-up can be removed with Grimas Cleansing Cream or with soap and water  

(shampoo can also be used). Then cleanse the skin with Cleansing Lotion.  

 

  
   UV3  

 

 



BALD CAP  
 

Product description 

The Grimas Bald Cap is a single-use, transparent, elastic plastic bald cap suitable for use in  

film, TV and theatre.  

 

Procedure  

First degrease and clean the skin you are going to be working on with Grimas Cleansing  

Lotion. Then dry the skin with a tissue.  

 

Ball both hands into fists and put them into the Bald Cap, stretching it a little so that you can  

check it.  

 

Stand behind the subject and ask them to place their thumbs vertically with the nails against  

their forehead so that the Bald Cap can catch against them when placed with a front-to-back  

movement. Ensure that the point at the front is nicely centred and that there is sufficient  

space below the hairline for adhesion. Arrange the Bald Cap so that it is smooth and tight,  

covering the head properly without any wrinkles.  

 

Fold the front edge back and use Grimas Mastix Extra to apply an adhesive edge of about  

2cm just below the hairline. Any natural lines in the forehead can be followed to obtain a  

natural effect. The adhesive edge should go as far as the temples. Apply the front edge to  

the forehead, press gently and then fold back again. Allow to dry for about 15 seconds and  

then apply to the forehead again: make sure that the Bald Cap fits neatly onto the head,  

directly and without wrinkles.  

 

Pull the Bald Cap down at an angle to tense it. Dip a cotton bud in acetone (do not get it too  

wet) and melt a small hole in the Bald Cap at precisely the right place: 2mm below the point  

where the top of the pinna (the 'shell' of the ear) meets the head. Then cut carefully up from  

the bottom edge vertically to the hole. Do the same at the other side. Get the ears out from  

underneath the Bald Cap.  

 

Get the subject to sit up straight.  

 

Now add a glued edge of approx. 2cm along the sideburns. Make sure that this adhesive  

edge fits up exactly against the glued edge on the forehead. There must not be a gap  

between them. Use the same principle: fold back, apply adhesive, reposition the side edge,  

press gently and fold back again. Allow to dry for about 15 seconds and then apply along the  

sideburns again.  

 

Now go to the back of the head. Fold the Bald Cap back. Apply a glued edge of approx. 2cm  

along the hairline of the neck as far as about half-way behind the ears.  

 

Pull the Bald Cap over the back of the head, applying gentle tension, effectively pulling the  

sides a little forward. This ensures it fits neatly and is tensioned appropriately. Fold it open  

again, allow to dry for 15 seconds and then close the Bald Cap for the last time.  

 

Note: The edges can be finished off using cotton buds and acetone. You need 15 to 20  

cotton buds for this, because the acetone dissolves the plastic and you must not dip used  

cotton buds back in the acetone.  

 

 

 

 



 

Take a cotton bud with acetone and make a small hole on the forehead, in the middle of the  

adhesive edge. Cut vertically up to the hole. Starting from this hole, work using acetone to  

create a clean transition from the Bald Cap to the skin. Proceed as follows: rub the tip of a  

cotton bud dipped in acetone horizontally a number of times from the middle of the adhesive  

edge and then melt it downwards in a vertical motion.  

 

Note: do a little piece at a time, and stay in the middle of the adhesive edge so that you are  

following the shape of the adhesive edge.  

 

Make a small hole at the middle of the adhesive edge at the back as well; cut up to it and  

then proceed in the same fashion from the back of the head towards the back of the ears.  

The Bald Cap can be coloured using Grimas Camouflage Make-up (Pure) or using the  

intense Crème Make-up Pure colours. Use a clean, dry make-up sponge to apply the  

Camouflage Make-up (Pure) from the spatula or stick, using a dabbing/rolling action. Work  

from the middle of the Bald Cap outwards toward the edges. It can then be merged into the  

face make-up if necessary. Do the final powdering with met Grimas Transparent Powder,  

Fixing Powder, Make-up Powder or Colour Powder to matt/fix the make-up.  

 

Removing the Bald Cap  

Wipe a cotton bud soaked in Grimas Mastix Remover along the adhesive edge to loosen it.  

The adhesive and make-up residues can be removed with Mastix Remover. Massage  

Grimas Multi Remover or Cleansing Cream into the skin and remove with a tissue. Then  

cleanse the skin with Cleansing Lotion.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



LATEX-RUBBER MILK  
 

Product description 

Grimas Latex-Rubber Milk is a liquid used for creating special effects, particularly burns and  

casts in plaster moulds. The liquid latex is white and becomes transparent as it dries. It is  

available in bottles of 100, 500 and 1000ml   

 

Note: Do not use directly on the skin. Close the bottle after use. Latex-Rubber Milk cannot  

be washed out of clothing.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



LATEX NOSES AND SETS  
 

Procedure  

Take the Nose or Set out of the box and place it on the skin to get an impression of whether  

the edges are a good fit and where it is soon going to be glued on. Everything that is going to  

be coloured in a skin tone -except for the edges -must be pre-coloured slightly with red to  

suggest naturally perfused skin. To do this, apply a red Grimas Eyeshadow/Rouge using a  

make-up sponge or blusher brush. Then use a sponge to apply a covering layer of Grimas  

Camouflage Make-up (Pure) in the desired skin shade. Work directly from the stick or spatula.  

If you want to give the Nose or Set a brighter colour, use Grimas Crème Make-up Pure.  

 

Use Grimas Camouflage Make-up (Pure) rather than Crème Make-up (Pure) for skin tones.  

Apply a little Grimas Mastix Extra to the inside of the scales/adhesive edge and allow it to dry  

for a few seconds. Do the following to get the correct degree of adhesion: press the Nose or  

Set lightly in place and then remove it again straight away. Wait a few seconds and  

reposition the application, pressing the edges in place with a tissue. To get a smooth  

transition between the latex application and the skin, even the edges off as follows: apply a  

thin line of eyelash adhesive to the edge of a sponge and dab this over the transition  

between the Latex Nose or Set and the skin. Allow to dry (use a hairdryer to help) until the  

result is transparent. Repeat this process until a nice and even transition has been obtained.  

Colour the edges of the transition with the colour being used. Powder it all off with Grimas  

Transparent Powder or Fixing Powder and then remove any excess powder.  

 

Removal  

Wipe a cotton bud soaked in Grimas Mastix Remover along the adhesive edge to loosen it.  

The adhesive and make-up residues can be removed with Mastix Remover. Massage  

Grimas Multi Remover or Cleansing Cream into the skin and remove with a tissue. Then  

cleanse the skin with Cleansing Lotion.  

 

Cleaning and storage  

Clean the Nose or Set with soap and water and then powder with Grimas Transparent  

Powder. Keep in a dark place.  

 

       
1  2  3  4  5  6 

Normal  Strawberry Crooked Witch’s Turned Up Clown 

Nose  Nose  Nose  Nose  Nose  Medium 

      
7  8  9  10  11  12 

Pinocchio Devil’s  Clown  Cyrano  Cyrano  Dogs 

Nose  Large  Large  Small  Snout 

      
13  14  16  17  18  19 

Quasimodo Reptile  Cats  Gnawing Clown  Oriental 

Eye    Snout  Animal Square  Nose 

Nose 



      
20  21  22  23  50  51 

Bird  Large  Boxer  Werewolf Witch Set Horn 

Hook  Nose  Nose  Nose & Chin Set 

Nose 

     
52  53  54  55  56 

Pointed Pig  Monkey Werewolf Frankenstein 

Ears  Set  Set  Set  Set 

 

ARTIFICIAL EYE  

 

Product description 

The Grimas Artificial Eye is an artificial plastic eye that can be used for various effects. It can  

be used in combination with Grimas Derma Wax or a latex Quasimodo eye patch   (latex set13).  

 

 

   
Blue  Brown  Green 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ANTI SHINE  
 

Product description 

Grimas Anti Shine is an excellent means of providing the skin with a matt finish and is  

suitable for various make-up applications. It is available in 8ml tubes.  

 

Application  

Anti Shine can be applied without make-up or underneath make-up.  

It is an ideal product for preventing a shiny effect and improves the endurance of the makeup.  

Anti Shine ensures that make-up adheres better to all parts of the skin that are prone to  

greasiness (including the forehead, nose, chin and eyelids) and is particularly suited for  

application over blemishes.  

 

Procedure  

Apply Anti Shine in a very thin layer with your fingers or a latex sponge.  

Anti Shine can be applied to eyelashes as a primer for a cream mascara. Apply Anti Shine  

with a clean and dry mascara brush before immediately applying the cream mascara to  

ensure that both textures adhere to each other.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



BLOOD (FILM)  
 

Product description 

Grimas Filmblood retains its shine and does not dry out. It is used for finishing 'wounds' and  

can be applied directly onto the skin. Filmblood is available in bottles of 100,500 and 1000ml.  

 

Colours  

There are two colours of Filmblood: light, oxygenated blood (A) and dark, deoxygenated  

blood (B).  

 

Procedure  

It can be applied directly from the bottle. The 100ml bottle has a spout top for easy  

application.  

 

Removal  

The blood can be removed from the skin with cold water initially and then with soap and  

water. When on clothes, first soak in cold water with a pre-wash detergent.  

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



BLOOD CAPSULES  
 

Product description  

Grimas Blood Capsules are capsules that are filled with a red powder that produces 'blood'  

when mixed with saliva. One of the ingredients is citric acid, which stimulates the flow of  

saliva and creates the effect of clear and slightly frothing blood. Blood capsules are used for  

various special effects in film, television and theatre. Blood Capsules are sold in boxes of 10.  

 

Procedure  

Conceal the capsule in the mouth (the capsule melts slowly) and bite down on it when the  

blood effect is required.  

 

Removal  

Blood Capsules cannot be washed out of clothing. Traces of blood can be removed from the  

skin with Grimas Cleansing Lotion.  

 

CAPSULES  
 

Product description 

Grimas Capsules are empty capsules that can be filled with Grimas Blood or Grimas Film  

Blood for a variety of special effects for film, television and theatre. The Capsules are sold in  

boxes of 10.  

 

Procedure  

Fill the capsule with Blood or Film Blood shortly before it is to be used. The liquid slowly  

dissolves the capsule.  

 



BLOOD PASTE  
 

Product description 

Grimas Blood Paste is a very thick dark red paste for creating older wounds (clotted blood  

effect) and various special effects. The stiff structure of the Blood Paste lets you produce  

three-dimensional effects.  

 

Procedure  

To improve adhesion to the skin, first clean with Grimas Cleansing Lotion.  

Apply Blood Paste to the skin with a Derma Wax spatula. The structure can be modelled for  

a short time (approx. 5 minutes). Close the tube properly after use.  

 

Removal  

Scrape the Blood Paste off the skin with a Derma Wax spatula. Residues of Blood Paste can  

be removed from the skin with cold water initially and then with soap and water. When on  

clothes, first soak in cold water with a pre-wash detergent.  

 

 
 

BLOOD TUBE  
 

Product description 

Grimas Blood has a light and syrupy texture and a deep red colour. It is used for finishing  

'wounds' and can be applied directly onto the skin. Blood is available in handy squeezable  

8ml tubes.  

 

Procedure  

Apply directly from the tube or with a paintbrush.  

 

Removal  

The blood can be removed from the skin with cold water initially and then with soap and  

water. When on clothes, first soak in cold water with a pre-wash detergent.  

 

 



BRUSHES ARTIFICIAL-HAIR  
 

Product description 

Grimas Artificial-hair Brushes are suitable for applying all types of theatrical make-up and  

powders. Various shapes are available: round (S2), straight top (S6), filbert (SL6) and  

rounded top (SV6). They have a grey stem and the number indicates the width in mm.  

 

Application  

Artificial-hair Brushes are suitable for fine lines and face-painting. The hairs may become  

discoloured over the course of time, but this has no effect whatsoever on the make-up results.  

 

Cleaning  

Artificial-hair Brushes can be cleaned with shampoo or soap and water. After washing, mould  

the wet hairs into the right shape by hand and leave the brush to dry on a tea-towel.  

 

Do not leave the brush upright during drying, because the water will then be absorbed into  

the shaft. Do not leave brushes standing in water for long periods; this is bad for the hairs.  

 

 
S2 

 

 
S6 

 

 
SL6 

 

 
SV6



BRUSHES IMITATION MONGOOSE       NEW 
 

  
IMO10 OVAL 

 

  
IMO14 OVAL 

 

 
IMO18 OVAL 

 

  
IMW6 FAN 

 

  
IMR10 ROUND         

 

 
IMR14 ROUND 

 

 
IMR18 ROUND 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



BRUSHES OX-HAIR  
 

Product description 

Grimas Ox-hair Brushes are intended for face-painting with Grimas Water Make-up. Ox-hair  

Brushes are flat brushes with a straight top. The brushes have a red stem and the number  

indicates the width in mm. The hairs of brushes R2 and R4 can be cut off at an angle to allow  

finer work (e.g. modelling eyebrows, camouflage).  

 

Application  

Ox hair requires more control, so apply gentle pressure when working with these brushes.  

 

Cleaning  

Ox-hair Brushes can be cleaned with shampoo or soap and water. After washing, mould the  

wet hairs into the right shape by hand and leave the brush to dry on a tea-towel.  

 

Do not leave the brush upright during drying, because the water will then be absorbed into  

the shaft. Do not leave brushes standing in water for long periods; this is bad for the hairs.  

 

 
R2 

 

 
R4 

 

 
R6 

 

 
R8 

 

 
R10 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



BRUSHES POWDER ROUGE  
 

Product description 

Grimas Powder Rouge Brushes are made of soft and resilient goats' hair, coloured to look  

like a pony-hair brush. They are for applying powder and blusher ('rouge') in cosmetics and. There 

are various sizes; the smaller sizes (P4, P6 and P8) are particularly good for  

highlighting and shadowing with Eyeshadow/Rouge and the larger sizes (P10 and P20) are  

recommended for larger areas using pressed and loose powders.  

 

Application  

Take the powder up with the brush and knock off any excess powder onto your hand before  

applying the powder to the face.  

 

Cleaning  

Powder Rouge Brushes can be cleaned with shampoo or soap and water. Then knock/shake  

the water off and lay horizontally on a tea-towel to dry.  

 

Do not leave the brush upright during drying, because the water will then be absorbed into  

the shaft.  

 

 
P4 

 

 
P6 

 

 
P8 

 

 
P10 

 

 
P20 

            NEW 

 
PS6 

 

 
PW16



BRUSHES RED SABLE-HAIR  
 

Product description 

Grimas Red Sable-hair Brushes are suitable for applying all types of make-up and powders.  

The high-quality red sable hair is resilient and retains its flexibility. Red Sable-hair Brushes  

are available in various shapes: round (MR),flat (M),filbert (L) and new slanted, (MS). The brushes 

have a black  

stem and the number indicates the width in mm.  

 

Application  

The round brushes can be used for rounded shapes such as decorative curls. The thin round  

brushes are suitable for e.g. eyeliner. Brush L4 can be used as a lipstick brush.  

 

The flat, square-topped brushes can be used e.g. for applying Grimas Water Make-up (Pure).  

The high-quality sable hair also takes up powder (e.g. Eyeshadow/Rouge) well.  

 

Cleaning  

Sable-hair brushes can be cleaned with shampoo or soap and water. After washing, mould  

the wet hairs into the right shape by hand and leave the brush to dry on a tea-towel.  

 

Do not leave the brush upright during drying, because the water will then be absorbed into  

the shaft. Do not leave brushes standing in water for long periods; this is bad for the hairs.  

           

            NEW 

        
MR00    M2    MS2 

   

        
MR0    M4    MS4 

   

       
MR1    M6    MS6 

 

        
MR2    M8    MS8 

 

        
MR4    M10    MS10 

       

       
MR6    L4    MS14 

    

         
MS18 

         

 



BRUSHES BEAUTY   
 

Product description 

Grimas Beauty Brushes are sable-hair brushes that are suitable for applying all types of  

make-up and powders. The high-quality sable hair is resilient and retains its flexibility.  

Visagie Brushes are round-tipped, flat brushes. The brushes have a white stem and the  

number indicates the width in mm.  

 

Application  

The flat, round-topped brushes are good for applying lipstick and eye shadow. They can also  

be used for shaping the eyebrows.  

 

The high-quality sable hair takes up powder (e.g. Eyeshadow/Rouge) well.  

 

Cleaning  

Beauty Brushes can be cleaned with shampoo or soap and water. After washing, mould the  

wet hairs into the right shape by hand and leave the brush to dry on a tea-towel.  

 

Do not leave the brush upright during drying, because the water will then be absorbed into  

the shaft. Do not leave brushes standing in water for long periods; this is bad for the hairs.  

 

 

 

 

V4 

 

 

 

 

 

V6 

 

 

 

 

 

V8 

 

 

 

 

 

V10 

 



CAKE MAKE-UP  
 

Product description  

Grimas Cake Make-up is a very matt basic make-up. It is used for cosmetic make-up  

(tv, film and photography) as well as for large and small-scale theatre. Cake Make-up  

is ideal for large areas of the body (e.g. for ballet, body-painting or blacking up e.g. as Zwarte  

Piet) or as the basis for painting in combination with Grimas Water Make-up (Pure or  

Fluorescent). Cake Make-up is available in 35-gram boxes.  

 

Preparation  

Cake Make-up adheres best if the skin is not greasy. The skin should therefore first be  

cleaned with Grimas Cleansing Lotion. If the skin is somewhat dehydrated or sensitive, you  

can apply a thin layer of Grimas Under Make-up Base once you have cleansed the skin. Do  

this a few minutes before applying the Cake Make-up, to ensure that the Under Make-up  

Base has been completely absorbed into the skin. Do not use any greasy creams under the  

Cake Make-up.  

 

Procedure  

Apply Cake Make-up with a slightly damp make-up sponge. You can also press the make-up  

sponge down onto a tissue to remove any excess moisture. If you work with too much  

moisture, streaks will form. You can smooth the colour with a soft, dry cloth.  

 

First dab a little Cake Make-up onto the hand to check the colour intensity.  

Then apply the make-up evenly from top to bottom with a rolling/dabbing action, working  

from light to dark when using several colours. Apply the Cake Make-up into the hairline and  

do not forget the ears and neck. This will prevent it from looking like a mask.  

 

Cake Make-up dries quickly, so you need to work quickly to achieve a good result. Grimas  

Eyeshadow/Rouge can create beautiful light and shadow effects for Cake Make-up. Cake  

Make-up can also be applied with a brush. Using a brush, take the Cake Make-up from the  

edge of the box (rather than the centre, to avoid crumbs forming).  

 

Make-up effect and durability  

Cake Make-up will give a matt finish and therefore does not have to be powdered off and will  

stay in place well. If you do still want to powder off lightly, for example for photography, use  

Grimas Compact Powder or Make-up powder.  

 

Cake Make-up will still stay in place well under warm and moist conditions (lamps during  

photography, tropical climate).  

 

Work hygienically and always use clean make-up sponges. Do not leave the moist sponge  

lying on top of the make-up, as the Cake Make-up will then become saturated with moisture.  

Allow the make-up to dry naturally before closing the box.  

Cake Make-up should preferably be stored in dry, dark and cool conditions.  

 

Removal  

Cake Make-up can be removed with Grimas Cleansing Cream or with water and soap  

(shampoo can also be used). Massage it in briefly and rinse off with lukewarm water. Do not  

use Afschmink, as this contains waxes and oils that actually cause the Cake Make-up to  

adhere to the skin. Then cleanse the skin with Cleansing Lotion.  



 



CAMOUFLAGE MAKE-UP (PURE)  
 

Product description 

Grimas Camouflage Make-up (Pure)* provides strong opacity for various make-up purposes.  

It is ideal for covering up extreme colour differences (red blood vessels on the face,  

birthmarks, vitiligo, pigmented areas, bags around the eyes, pimples), but Camouflage Makeup  

(Pure) can also be used as a strong make-up basis and is therefore particularly good as  

bridal make-up or for colouring Latex Noses and sets or Bald Caps.  

 

Camouflage Make-up Pure is available in palettes of 12 pieces and in 2.5ml individual (A1)  

cups. The skin tones are available as and 23ml twist stick.  

 

Base  

Camouflage Make-up (Pure) can be applied directly onto the skin. You can apply Grimas  

Under Make-up Base first if the skin is dry or sensitive. Allow 10 minutes for it to be absorbed  

before continuing. You can apply a very thin layer of Grimas Anti Shine to the T-zone  

(forehead, nose and chin) before using the Camouflage Make-up (Pure) on greasy or  

combination skin (partially greasy).  

 

Procedure  

Take the Camouflage Make-up (Pure) out with a clean spatula and work from the spatula.  

Use a slightly damp latex sponge or make-up sponge to apply it onto the skin with a  

dabbing/rolling action.  

Apply the base layer up into the hairline and do not forget the ears and neck. This will  

prevent it from looking like a mask.  

 

To fix and matt it, you can powder the Camouflage off with Grimas Fixing Powder, Make-up  

Powder or Colour Powder. If you want to affect the colour more, use Grimas Compact  

Powder.  

 

For other camouflage applications, please refer to the basic techniques: camouflaging red  

skin veins and red cheeks, camouflaging pimples, camouflaging rings and bags around the  

eyes, and camouflaging pigmentation problems.  

 

Removal  

You can remove the Camouflage with Grimas Cleansing Cream, Multi Remover or Make-up  

Remover. Clean further if necessary with soap and water (you can also use shampoo). Then  

cleanse the skin with Cleansing Lotion.  

 



 
 

   
Palette 12 CB   Palette 12 CH 

 
Palette 24 CK 

            NEW 

 
 

Available in certain colours 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CORRECTION STICK PURE       NEW 
 

Grimas Correction stick it is meant to cover all the problem areas on our face. It comes in 5 

different shades and is suitable for all skin types. 

 

408 colour (Green) 

- For covering fresh and red pimples and then to touch up with foundation. 

 

B1 colour: 

- For fair skin 

 

G0 colour: 

- For Caucasian skin and the very fair skin. 

 

IV5 colour (contains yellow undertones) 

- For fair to midcolour skintone 

 

W3 colour (contains red undertones) 

- For fair to midcolour skintone 

- Good for covering dark eye circles 

 

Removal  

You can remove the Correction Stick with Grimas Cleansing Cream, Multi Remover or Make-up  

Remover. Clean further if necessary with soap and water (you can also use shampoo). Then  

cleanse the skin with Cleansing Lotion. 

 

 
 

     
408  B1  G0  IV5  W3 

Light  Beige 1 Neutral Neutral Light 

Green    Light  Yellowish Common 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



COVER CREAM PURE         NEW 
 

Product description 

Grimas Covercream (Pure)* make-up is based on oils and waxes. It has good covering capabilities 

and is used for cosmetic and theatrical make-up. Covercream comes in a 23ml twist-stick. 

 

Base 

Covercream (Pure) can be applied directly to the skin. You can apply Grimas Under Make-up Base 

first if the skin is dry or sensitive. Allow 10 minutes for it to be absorbed before continuing. You 

can apply a very thin layer of Grimas Anti Shine to the T-zone (forehead, nose and chin) before 

using Covercream (Pure) on greasy or combination skin (partially greasy). 

 

Application 

Covercream (Pure) is highly suitable for light cosmetic camouflage. The waxes and oils allow 

Covercream (Pure) to be blended away easily, making it excellent for highlights and shadows, both 

for cosmetic (shaping, modelling) and theatrical purposes (ageing, creating various characters, 

effects).  

 

Procedure 

Work directly from the stick. Use a slightly damp latex sponge or make-up sponge to apply it onto 

the skin with a dabbing/rolling action. Apply the base layer up into the hairline and do not forget the 

ears and neck. This will prevent it from looking like a mask. 

To fix and matt it, you can powder the Covercream (Pure) off with Grimas Transparent Powder, 

Make-up Powder, Fixing Powder or Colour Powder.  

 

Removal 

Covercream (Pure) is based on waxes and oils and can therefore not be removed with water. 

Methods for removal include Grimas Cleansing Cream, Afschmink, Make-up Remover or Multi 

Remover. The last residues can then be removed with Cleansing Lotion. 
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CREME MAKE-UP (PURE)  
 

Product description 

Grimas Crème Make-up (Pure)* is based on oils and waxes. It has good covering capabilities  

and is used for cosmetics, cosmetic camouflage and theatrical make-up. Crème Make-up  

(Pure) is available in palettes of 6 and 12 pieces and as individual jars of 2.5, 15 and 60ml. 

 

Base  

As a result of its composition of waxes and oils, Crème Make-up (Pure) is tolerated well by  

dry and sensitive skin. You can apply a very thin layer of Grimas Anti Shine to the T-zone  

(forehead, nose and chin) before using the Crème Make-up (Pure) on greasy or combination  

skin (partially greasy).  

 

Application  

Crème Make-up (Pure) is highly suitable for light cosmetic camouflage.  

Crème Make-up (Pure) can also be used as cream eye shadow or blusher.  

 

The waxes and oils allow Crème Make-up (Pure) to be blended away easily, making it  

excellent for highlights and shadows, both for cosmetic (shaping, modelling) and theatrical  

purposes (ageing, creating various characters, effects).  

Crème Make-up (Pure) should preferably be stored in dry, dark and cool conditions (but not  

refrigerated).  

 

Procedure  

Use a clean spatula to take Crème Make-up (Pure) out of the jar. Mixing different colours can  

also be done on the spatula. Use a slightly damp clean make-up sponge to apply Crème  

Make-up (Pure) from the spatula onto the skin with a dabbing/rolling action. The Crème  

Make-up (Pure) needs to be powdered off with Grimas Transparent Powder, Make-up  

Powder, Fixing Powder or Colour Powder in order to fix it or give it a matt finish.  

 

Removal  

Crème Make-up (Pure) is based on waxes and oils and can therefore not be removed with  

water. Methods for removal include Grimas Cleansing Cream, Afschmink, and Make-up Remover  

or Multi Remover. The last residues can then be removed with Cleansing Lotion.  
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CREPE WOOL 
 

Product description 

Grimas Wool Crepe is a woven strand of pieces of sheep's wool that you can use to make  

single-use beards, moustaches, eyebrows and sideburns. Wool crepe is also used for  

concealing the edges of a fake beard and for creating a beard stubble effect. When  

concealing the edges of a false beard, we recommend working with pieces of Wool Crepe at  

least 50cm in length.  

 

Colour  

Wool Crepe is available in a variety of colours. The colours can be combined together and  

may be coloured further if necessary with Grimas Eyeshadow/Rouge.  

For concealing the edges of a Father Christmas beard, we recommend colour  

no. 2 (light blonde) for a buffalo-hair or cream-coloured fake beard and colour no. 1 (white)  

for a white / synthetic false beard.  

 

Items required  

You need the following in order to be able to created the required Wool Crepe effects:  

scissors, Grimas Mastix Extra or Water-soluble Mastix, Mastix Remover, styling tongs  

(curling tongs or an iron can be used too), a pointed comb (you can alternatively use the tip  

of an artist's brush handle) and strong hairspray or plastic spray (can be found in hobby  

shops). For details of how you then do the actual work, please refer to 'Basic Techniques for  

Grimas Wool Crepe'.  

 

Adhesion/durability  

To improve adhesion to the skin, first clean with Grimas Cleansing Lotion. For a shorter  

duration (training course situation), you can use Water-soluble Mastix for gluing the Wool  

Crepe on. For longer-lasting adhesion and serious theatrical work, glue the Wool Crepe on  

with Mastix Extra. If there is any doubt, we recommend you should always use Mastix Extra.  

 

Removal  

If you have used Grimas Water-soluble Mastix, the Wool Crepe can be removed with  

lukewarm water and a little soap if necessary. Wool Crepe that has been stuck on with  

Mastix Extra can be removed with Mastix Remover. To stress the skin as little as possible,  

you can first massage Grimas Cleansing Cream in. You can then already pull some of the  

hairs loose and remove them with a tissue. The remaining hairs and the adhesive can be  

removed using a cotton wool pad and Mastix Remover. Dab it carefully onto the skin and roll  

the residual material off the skin. The skin can be cleaned with soap and water (shampoo  

can also be used). Further cleaning can be done with Cleansing Lotion. 

 

  
  

 

 



EYELASHES  
 

Product description 

Grimas Eyelashes are used to make the eyelashes fuller or to create an effect.  

Eyelashes are available in a variety of lengths, shapes and materials, varying from hand-tied  

lashes of real hair to plastic eyelashes and combinations of both. A number of variants are  

available: base lashes, upper lashes and medium and large lash extensions. The lashes are  

available in boxed sets.   

 

Procedure  

Take the Eyelashes carefully out of the box. Using the adhesive edge that holds it in the box,  

you can attach the Eyelashes to the upper eyelash edge using tweezers or the fingers. Work  

from the inside outwards, starting slightly inside the inner corner of the eye. Remove the  

Eyelashes again. Any excess length can be cut off at the outer end. If there is any doubt, it is  

better to make the Eyelashes 1mm too short!  

 

Apply a little Grimas Eyelash Adhesive to the hand and then apply a small amount of  

adhesive along the eyelash edge with the point of a spatula or the back of a brush. Use a  

little extra adhesive for the innermost and outermost ends. Apply the Eyelash from the inside  

outwards using fingers or tweezers.  

 

Eyelash extensions  

Apply a little Eyelash Adhesive to the hand and take an Eyelash Extension carefully from the  

box with fingers or tweezers. Dip the 'root' in the adhesive and place it on the eyelash edge,  

holding it firmly in place for a moment. Work from the inner side outwards and do so quickly,  

because the adhesive dries quickly. After a few minutes, the white Eyelash Adhesive will turn 

transparent. After this, Grimas Eyeshadow/Rouge and Cleansing Lotion can be used to apply and 

eyeliner (see "making eyeliner").  

 

Removing Eyelashes or Eyelash Extensions  

Remove the Eyelashes or Eyelash Extensions carefully. Clean the eye with Grimas  

Cleansing Milk, Cleansing Lotion or Make-up Remover. The Eyelashes can be re-used if  

they have not lost their shape. Carefully loosen the adhesive from the eyelash edge with your  

finger and place the eyelash back in the box.  
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EYESHADOW/ROUGE  
 

Product description 

Grimas Eyeshadow/Rouge is an intensely coloured pressed powder for application to the  

skin to create a colour, shadow or highlighting effect. Eyeshadow/Rouge is suitable for a  

range of make-up purposes. Eyeshadow/Rouge is available in palettes of 6 and 12 pieces  

and in 2g individual (A1) cups (Pearl 2.5g).  

 

Applications  

Eyeshadow/Rouge has more uses than purely as eye shadow and blusher. For example, it is  

also used by cosmeticians/Beauticians for colouring eyebrows, as well as for modelling and  

shaping. Eyeshadow/Rouge also makes a perfect eyeliner when used in combination with  

Grimas Cleansing Lotion. Pearl Eyeshadow can be applied on top of lipstick, fixing and  

giving a gloss effect at the same time. Combined with Grimas Cake Make-up,  

Eyeshadow/Rouge can be used for shadowing and highlighting effects.  

 

Procedure  

Eyeshadow/Rouge and Pearl Eyeshadow are very colour-intensive.  

The intensity can be reduced if so desired with a lighter shade of Eyeshadow/Rouge or with  

a little Grimas Fixing Powder or Transparent Powder.  

 

Take the required colour of Eyeshadow/Rouge onto a brush or applicator. Hold the brush  

vertically upright and tap the point of the shaft a couple of times on the table, so that the  

powder gets evenly distributed among the hairs and no grains of colour will fall onto the face  

when the Eyeshadow/Rouge is applied. Then run the brush hairs over your hand to test the  

colour intensity.  

 

Hint: To improve the adhesion of Eyeshadow/Rouge, you can first apply a very thin layer of  

Grimas Anti Shine as a base.  

 

Removal  

Remove Eyeshadow/Rouge and Pearl Eyeshadow with Grimas Cleansing Milk or Make-up  

Remover. Then cleanse the skin with Cleansing Lotion.  
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FOUNDATION  
 

Product description 

Grimas Foundation is a liquid matt make-up that can be applied as a covering layer or as a  

transparent layer. Extremely well suited to cosmetic use, film, photography, etc. The  

foundation is available in 35ml tubes.  

 

Base  

The foundation can be applied directly onto the skin. You can apply Grimas Under Make-up  

Base first if the skin is dry or sensitive. Allow 10 minutes for it to be absorbed before  

continuing.  

 

Procedure  

Squeeze a little foundation out of the tube onto a clean spatula. Work from the spatula using  

a clean, dry latex sponge or a slightly moist make-up sponge, applying the foundation to the  

skin in a thin layer. This process can be used to make the foundation layer thicker, without  

the skin starting to get shiny.  

 

Hint: If you are applying eye shadow on top of the Foundation base, do not apply Foundation  

to the eyelids. Do apply the foundation to the lips.  

 

Hint: Apply the base layer up into the hairline and do not forget the ears and neck. This will  

prevent it from looking like a mask.  

 

Fixation  

To fix and matt it, you can powder the foundation off with Grimas Fixing Powder, Make-up  

Powder or Colour Powder. If you want to affect the colour more, use Grimas Compact  

Powder.   

 

Removal  

Foundation can be removed with Cleansing Cream or Cleansing Milk. Then cleanse the skin  

with Cleansing Lotion.  

 

      
 



GLOSS  
 

Product description 

Grimas Gloss is a high-gloss lip gloss that is used for cosmetics and theatre in particular.  

The gloss is available in 8ml tubes.  

 

Procedure  

Gloss can be applied directly onto the lips or on top of Grimas Lipstick or Lip Pencil to give a  

glossy result. Put a little Grimas Gloss on a clean plastic spatula and then apply it with a lip  

brush or the fingers. You can mix the gloss with other shades or with Grimas Lipstick (Pure)  

on the spatula. You can mix the clear gloss with Pearl Eyeshadow on the spatula for a very  

special effect.  

 

Removal  

Gloss can be removed with Grimas Cleansing Cream or Cleansing Milk.  
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LIPSTICK (PURE)  
 

Product description 

Grimas Lipstick (Pure)* is an unperfumed, gluten-free high colour intensity lipstick with no  

chemical preservatives. It does contain a taste component (fruit) that is legally required to be  

declared as a perfume. Lipstick (Pure) is available in palettes of 6 and 12 pieces and in 2.5ml  

individual (A1) cups. All Lipstick (Pure) shades are also available in 3.5g sticks.  

 

Procedure  

To emphasise the contours or to change them, use a lip pencil to draw lines, working from  

the outside inwards. A very thin layer of Grimas Anti Shine can be applied as a primer for  

extra adhesion. If the lips are dry, first apply a thin layer of Grimas Lipstick Base Pure. To  

prevent Lipstick (Pure) from running into any creases around the mouth, you can apply a thin  

layer of Grimas Camouflage Make-up Pure to the lips beforehand.  

Take the Lipstick (Pure) onto a spatula (even if you are working from a stick) and apply it with  

a lip brush. First colour the middle of the lips and then colour the edges, working from the  

outside inwards. Dab the result with a tissue to matt it off. To make the lips 'kiss-proof',  

powder the matt Lipstick (Pure) off copiously with Grimas Fixing Powder. This powder should  

be 'rolled' across the lips with a velour powder puff and any excess powder removed with a  

blusher brush or velour powder puff. Do not powder off if a glossy effect is required. To fix a  

lipstick that has to retain a glossy effect, apply Pearl Eye Shadow over the lipstick.  

 

Removal  

Lipstick can be removed with Cleansing Cream or Cleansing Milk.  
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MAKE-UP PENCIL  
 

Product description  

Grimas Make-up Pencils are suitable for both cosmetics and general make-up applications.  

The make-up pencils are 11 cm long.  

 

Procedure  

Grimas Make-up Pencils can be used as an eye pencil (eyeliner), eyebrow pencil or lip pencil.  

They can be applied directly to the skin. If the tip feels hard on the skin and won't draw  

properly, warm the tip of the pencil in your hand or sharpen the tip again.  

 

Removal  

You can remove the pencil marks with Grimas Cleansing Cream or Cleansing Milk.  

 

   

 
 

MASCARA  
 

Product description 

Grimas Mascara is an old-fashioned waterproof mascara. The mascara comes in a 7ml pack  

(Including a brush).  

 

Application  

Apply the mascara with the brush. This extremely waterproof mascara is less suitable for  

people with contact lenses.  

 

Removal  

Mascara can be removed With a cotton wool pad soaked in Grimas Cleansing Milk, Make-up  

Remover or Multi Remover.  
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SYSTEM PACKAGING  
 

Product description 

Grimas System Packaging is a click-together packaging system with a modular construction.  

Small protruding studs are used to fit the system together (similarly to the way Lego works),  

so that the individual components fit together seamlessly. The packaging system ensures  

that all your Grimas make-up takes up as little room as possible and is easy to carry around,  

in whole or in part. Thanks to this system, all the Grimas products fit together, both in terms  

of height and width.  

 

The smallest packing unit is an A1. The "A" packs are cups, with the size indicating the  

quantity (palette size). There is also a 15ml A-pack: A2 high. The "c" packing units are used  

for e.g. Grimas care products, cleaning products and powders. The numeric part gives the  

height: C1 high, C2 high and C3 high. The "c" packs are the same size as an A4. All the  

packs can be combined with each other.  

 

Colour  

System Packaging is available in grey for all the theatrical products. A transparent packaging  

System has been developed for professional beauty. 

 

Application  

System Packaging makes it possible to combine the requisite products and make-up shades  

before you go to work on site: just click together and go. You do not have to take anything  

other than what you will need. Thanks to the click-together system, the make-up requires  

less space and there are fewer loose components.  

 

Grimas System Packaging is a complete system than can be extended perfectly simply as a  

make-up case that can also be put together from separate components (even including the  

lights and mirrors). The system has also been further developed to give a product that is a  

fully modular, multifunctional and modifiable shop layout system.  

 

Empty packs can be re-used e.g. as a water bowl or a brush holder.  

 

The packaging system is aimed both at the professional market and the hobby market.  

Additional new packaging is being developed for beauty products that are carried in a  

handbag.  

 

Cleaning  

Grimas System Packaging can easily be cleaned with warm water and a mild detergent (e.g.  

washing-up liquid). Do not put in the dishwasher.  
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TOOTH ENAMEL  
 

Product description 

Grimas Tooth Enamel is an alcohol-based varnish that can be used to colour teeth.  

The varnish comes in a 10ml bottle with an applicator brush.  

 

Procedure  

Dry the teeth with a tissue. Shake the bottle well before use. Apply Tooth Enamel with the  

brush and allow to dry for a few seconds.  

 

Do not use tooth enamel on porous teeth or artificial teeth. A porous surface will make Tooth  

Enamel difficult to remove.  

 

Removing Tooth Enamel  

You can remove the tooth enamel with a tissue soaked in an alcoholic liquid. Any colour  

residues on or between the teeth can easily be removed with a toothbrush and toothpaste.  
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WATER MAKE-UP (PURE)  
 

Product description 

Grimas Water Make-up (Pure)* is an unperfumed, gluten-free water-based make-up. It is  

intended for face-painting and body-painting. Water Make-up (Pure) is available in palettes of  

6, 12 or 24 x 2.5ml cups. The colours are also available separately in boxes of 15, 25 and  

60ml.  

 

Base  

Water Make-up (Pure) can be applied directly onto the skin, but you can also first apply a  

layer of Grimas Cake Make-up. This has the benefit of allowing the colours to be applied  

more evenly and more vividly and also that they are easier to remove later. Cake Make-up  

dries quickly and should not be mixed with Water Make-up (Pure).  

 

Procedure  

Water Make-up (Pure) works basically the same way as watercolour paints. Use a brush or a  

make-up sponge (for larger areas of skin) and a little water to make the surface of the colour  

soft and pasty. Do not use it when too dry, but do not use too much water. The Pearl shades  

such as silver and gold are slightly more grainy in texture and need slightly more water.  

Water Make-up (Pure) dries within 15 seconds. If you do not want the colours to mix, be sure  

to wait for the first layer to dry before continuing.  

 

If you apply the make-up too thickly or in too many layers, you will end up with a cracking  

effect.  

 

Regularly change the water you rinse your brushes in, preferably working with two water  

dishes: one for light and one for dark shades. Water Make-up (Pure) can also be applied to  

hair, as long as it has not been treated (perm, dye, bleach, henna).  

 

Removal  

Water Make-up (Pure) can be removed with Grimas Cleansing Cream or with soap and  

water (shampoo can also be used). Massage it in briefly and rinse off with lukewarm water.  

Do not use Afschmink, as this contains waxes and oils which actually adhere the Water  

Make-up to the skin. If a trace of colour is left on the skin, it can be removed with Grimas  

Cleansing Lotion.  

 

If Water Make-up (Pure) gets onto clothing, wash it out first under the tap and then soak with  

a pre-wash detergent. Then wash as normal in the washing machine.  
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